BTCV Ecosystem 1.0
Tutorial



Dear BTCV Enthusiast,
Thank you for showing an interest in our BTCV ecosystem.
We are the ﬁrst to devise an entire framework based on an innovative 3-Key Security
Solution allowing you to reverse transactions in case of problems.
A higher standard in security is available for you right now!
This tutorial will teach you how to:
• add new wallets
• remove wallets
• make transactions using 3-Key Security Solution
(Standard Transaction Key, Cancel Transaction Key, and Fast Transaction Key)
If you want to share any ideas or issues, contact us at: contact@bitcoinvault.global
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1.1 Bitcoin Vault ecosystem

Ecosystem

The entire ecosystem is made of 3 applications:
Gold Wallet – mobile app used for storing, sending, and receiving BTCV.
It can also be used as an authenticator for the desktop app.

Gold Wallet

Key Generator

Electrum Vault

Mobile app

Web app

Desktop app

Key Generator – web app used for generating your public and private keys.
Electrum Vault – desktop app used for storing, sending, and receiving BTCV.

Our mobile and desktop applications include 3 wallet types:
Standard – it allows you to make Standard transaction secured with one key.
Wallets

Wallets

Standard

Standard

2-Key Vault

2-Key Vault (+2FA)

3-Key Vault

3-Key Vault (+2FA)

2-Key Vault – it allows you to make reversible transactions secured with two keys.
Additionally you can create 2-Key Vault 2FA wallet in desktop app.
3-Key Vault – it allows you to make reversible and irreversible transactions secured
with three keys. Additionally you can create a 3-Key Vault 2FA wallet in a desktop app.

We distinguish 4 different transactions in our wallets:
Standard – it’s available in a Standard wallet.
Standard transactions
Standard

2-Key Vault transactions

3-Key Vault transactions

Secure (blocked UTXO)

Secure (blocked UTXO)

Cancel (blocked UTXO)

Cancel (blocked UTXO)

Secure – it’s available in a 2-Key Vault and 3-Key Vault wallets.
Cancel – it’s available in a 2-Key Vault and 3-Key Vault wallets.
Secure Fast – it’s available in a 3-Key Vault wallet.

Secure Fast
NOTE: “Blocked UTXO” is a blocked amount of BTCV you will see in your “Blocked
balance”. Once your Secure or Cancel transaction is complete, the funds will be
unblocked and again available in your “Available balance”.
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1.1 Bitcoin Vault ecosystem

Gold Wallet

Electrum Vault wallet

Gold Wallet application is dedicated for mobile devices (Android and iOS). This application allows

Electrum Vault wallet is an application dedicated for desktop (Windows, Linux OS, MacOs). Source

you to create 3 different wallets:

code is based on a well-known Electrum wallet that was tested and used by dozens of users
worldwide. It offers you the same wallet types: Standard, 2-Key Vault, 3-Key Vault, and

Standard wallet secured with one key, allows you to make one transaction type:

transaction types: Standard, Secure Fast, Secure, and Cancel just like the Gold Wallet app.

Standard – it’s a standard transaction and is secured with one key.

Additionally, you can create 2-Key Vault and 3-Key Vault wallets with 2FA with Gold Wallet used as
an authenticator.

2-Key Vault secured with two keys, allows you to make two transaction types:
Secure – transaction secured with one key, but it’s intentionally slow (around 24 hours) to give you
a chance to cancel your transaction. It consists of blocked UTXO and it will be unblocked once
your transaction is completed.
Cancel – cancel transactions within 24 hours window. It’s secured with two keys and you can
redirect your BTCV to another wallet or get them back to your original wallet.
3-Key Vault secured with three keys, allows you to make three transaction types:
Secure – transaction secured with one key, but it’s intentionally slow (around 24 hours) to give you
a chance to cancel your transaction. It consists of blocked UTXO and it will be unblocked once
your transaction is completed.
Cancel – cancel transactions within 24 hours window. It’s secured with three keys and you can
redirect your BTCV to another wallet or get them back to your original wallet.
Secure Fast – it’s secured with two keys but it’s a fast and irreversible transaction.

Key Generator
On the web Key Generator website, you can create Cancel Transaction Key and Fast Transaction
Key. They contain your public and private keys and you will generate them in the process of
creating 2-Key Vault and 3-Key Vault wallets. It’s necessary to save and store them in a safe place
because they will be used to authorise your Cancel and Secure Fast transactions.

What is blocked UTXO
Unspent transaction output – it’s a part of the blockchain that affects the sending of Secure
transactions in 2-Key Vault and 3-Key Vault wallets by partially blocking the wallet’s “Available
balance”. The blocked amount depends on the size of the block that the user received in the
previous transaction. As a result, statuses such as “Blocked” and “Unblocked” appear in the
application.

Gold Wallet can also be used as an authenticator to create your 2FA wallets in Electrum Vault.
Application is available in 9 different languages.
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1.2 3-Key Security Solution
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1.2 3-Key Security Solution

1st Key

2nd Key

3rd Key

Standard Transaction Key

Cancel Transaction Key

Fast Transaction Key

It’s generated automatically during the process of

It’s generated in Key Generator during the process

It’s generated in Key Generator during the

creating a new wallet. It’s required to initiate

of creating 2-Key Vault and 3-Key Vault wallets.

process of creating a 3-Key Vault wallet.

any transaction and to make a Standard

It’s used for making Cancel transactions in 2-Key

It’s used for making Secure Fast and Cancel

transaction in a Standard wallet.

Vault and 3-Key Vault wallets.

transactions in a 3-Key Vault wallet.
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1.2 3-Key Security Solution

Standard wallet

2-Key Vault wallet

3-Key Vault wallet

Standard wallet allows you to make 1 transaction

2-Key Vault wallet allows you to make 2

3-Key Vault wallet allows you to make 3

type:

transaction types:

transaction types:

Standard – it’s a normal transaction secured with

Secure – it’s a normal transaction but it’s

Secure – it’s a normal transaction but it’s

Standard Transaction Key.

intentionally slow (around 24 hours) to give you a

intentionally slow (around 24 hours) to give you a

chance to cancel it. It’s secured with Standard

chance to cancel it. It’s secured with Standard

Transaction Key.

Transaction Key.

Cancel – it allows you to cancel transactions

Cancel – it allows you to cancel transactions

within a 24-hour window. To do it you have to use

within a 24-hour window. To do it you have to use

Standard and Cancel Transaction Key.

Standard, Cancel, and Fast Transaction Key.
Secure Fast – it allows you to make a fast and
irreversible transaction. It’s secured with
Standard and Fast Transaction Key.

1st Key
Standard Transaction Key

2nd Key
Cancel Transaction Key

3rd Key
Fast Transaction Key

NOTE: Standard Transaction Key is used automatically and it doesn’t require user’s action during a transaction.
Cancel and Fast Transaction Keys must be scanned from the generated PDFs.
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2. How to start
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2. How to start

Setting up Gold Wallet on Android devices

What to prepare

Download the Gold Wallet.apk ﬁle and install it on your Android mobile device.

You will need one mobile phone and one separate device - it can be a computer, phone or tablet.

You can get the app from the oﬃcial Bitcoin Vault website.
Once installed, open the app and follow the instructions in this PDF document.
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Step 1/3

Set up a 4 digit PIN. You will use it to log in.

2. How to start

Re-enter the PIN to confirm it.
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Step 2/3

1

2. How to start

Now create a transaction password.
We recommend you use a strong password
made up of at least eight letters, numbers,

1

and special characters.
2

Re-enter the transaction password and
tap “Confirm”.

Then, tap “Confirm”
It will be used to confirm all transactions
you make.
Remember you can’t change it later.

2
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Step 3/3

You have now created a PIN and transaction

2. How to start

You can now start using Gold Wallet.

password.
Continue to learn how to create your
Tap “Go to Dashboard” to return to the

ﬁrst wallet.

main screen.
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3. How to create a wallet
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3.1 Introduction
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3.1 Introduction

2

1

2

Select “Wallets” in the menu at the bottom

Standard wallet allows you to make

of the screen.

irreversible transactions secured with one key.

Then tap the “+” icon on the top right corner
of the screen.

Choose it if you want to use Standard
transaction. You can read more about
transaction types here.
Click here to learn how to create Standard
wallet

1
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3.1 Introduction

2-Key Vault wallet allows you to make reversible

3-Key Vault wallet allows you to make

transactions secured with two keys.

reversible and irreversible transactions secured
with three keys.

Choose it if you want to use Secure and Cancel
transactions. You can read more about transaction

Choose it if you want to use Secure, Cancel, and

types here.

Secure Fast transactions. You can read more
about transaction types here.

Click here to learn how to create 2-Key Vault
wallet

Click here to learn how to create 3-Key Vault
wallet
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3.2 Create a Standard
wallet in Gold Wallet
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Step 1/2

3.2 Create a Standard wallet in Gold Wallet

1
1

First, choose the name for your wallet.

Wait for your wallet to be ready. Please be

2

Then select “Standard” from the list.

patient as it might take a while.

3

Then tap “Next”.

2

3
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Step 2/2

3.2 Create a Standard wallet in Gold Wallet

You will now see a 12-word seed phrase.
Write it down in the same order as it
appears on the screen and store it in
a safe place.
This is your backup in case you need to
restore your wallet.
Then tap “Ok, I wrote this down”.
Note that you can’t take a screenshot of
this page on your mobile device for
safety reasons.
Your Standard wallet is now ready to
use.
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3.3 Create a 2-Key Vault
wallet in Gold Wallet
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Step 1/3

3.3 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet in Gold Wallet

1
1

First, choose the name for your wallet.

You need to generate Cancel Transaction

2

Then select “2-Key Vault” from the list.

Key to make Cancel transactions.

3

Then tap “Next”.

2

Go to keygenerator.bitcoinvault.global
on a separate device (computer, phone,
or tablet).
When you are ready, tap “Scan” on the Gold
Wallet mobile app.

3
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Step 2/3

3.3 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet in Gold Wallet

1

You will see a PDF document which contains

1

2

2

1

Use your mobile device to scan the “Public

your “Public Key” and “Private key”.

Key QR code”.

Public key allows you to receive

Next, tap “Export as PDF” and save this

cryptocurrency to your wallet and is meant

document as a Cancel Transaction Key

to be shared with others.

(or any name easy to identify later).

Private key should be kept secret and is used

2

This PDF contains information (Private Key

for authentication and encryption.

seed phrase and QR code) that you will

DO NOT share it with anyone.

need to cancel transactions, so make sure
you store it somewhere safe. DO NOT

1

share it with anyone.
2
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Step 3/3

3.3 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet in Gold Wallet

You will now see a 12-word seed phrase. Write
it down in the same order as it appears on
the screen and store it in a safe place.
This is your backup in case you need to
Wait for your wallet to be ready. Please be

restore your wallet.

patient as it might take a while.
Then tap “Ok, I wrote this down”.
Note that you can’t take
a screenshot of this page on your mobile
device for safety reasons.
Your 2-Key Vault wallet is now ready to
use.
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3.4 Create a 3-Key Vault
wallet in Gold Wallet
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Step 1/4

3.4 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Gold Wallet

1
1

First, choose the name for your wallet.

Now generate Fast Key to use Secure Fast

2

Then select “3-Key Vault” from the list.

transactions.

3

Then tap “Next”.
Go to keygenerator.bitcoinvault.global
2

on a separate device (computer, phone,
or tablet).
When you are ready, tap “Scan” on the
Gold Wallet mobile app.

3
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Step 2/4

3.4 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Gold Wallet

1

You will see a PDF document which contains

2

1

your “Public Key” and “Private key”.
1

2

Public key allows you to receive

Use your mobile device to scan the “Public Key
QR code”.

2

Next, tap “Export as PDF” and save this

cryptocurrency to your wallet and is meant

document as Fast Transaction Key (or any

to be shared with others.

name easy to identify later).

Private key should be kept secret and is used

This PDF contains information (Private Key

for authentication and encryption.

seed phrase and QR code) that you will need

DO NOT share it with anyone.

to Secure Fast transactions, so make sure you
store it somewhere safe. DO NOT share it

1

with anyone.
3

After safely saving the PDF, tap “Generate new

2

key” and stay on the website.

3
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Step 3/4

You need to generate Cancel Transaction

3.4 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Gold Wallet

1

Key to make Cancel transactions.

Go back to the website and use your
mobile device to scan the new
“Public key QR code”.

After you generated a new key, tap “Scan” on
the Gold Wallet mobile app.

2

Next, tap “Export as PDF” and save this
document as a Cancel Transaction Key (or any
name easy to identify later).
This PDF contains information (Private Key
seed phrase and QR code) that you will need
to cancel transactions, so make sure you

1

store it somewhere safe. DO NOT share it
with anyone.
2
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Step 4/4

3.4 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Gold Wallet

You will now see a 12-word seed phrase.
Write it down in the same order as it
appears on the screen and store it in a safe
place.
This is your backup in case you need to
Wait for your wallet to be ready. Please be
patient as it might take a while.

restore your wallet.
Then tap “Ok, I wrote this down”.
Note that you can’t take
a screenshot of this page on your mobile
device for safety reasons.
Your 3-Key Vault wallet is now ready to
use.
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3.5 Create a Standard
wallet in Electrum Vault
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Step 1/4

3.5 Create a Standard wallet in Electrum Vault

1

2

1

3
2

1

Enter the name of the new wallet

1

Choose “Standard”.

2

Then click “Next”.

or
2

Enter the name of an existing wallet or load
the wallet by clicking “Choose”.

3

Then click “Next”.
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Step 2/4

3.5 Create a Standard wallet in Electrum Vault

1

1

2

2

1

Choose “Create a new seed”.

1

Choose “Segwit”.

2

Then click “Next”.

2

Then click “Next”.
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Step 3/4

3.5 Create a Standard wallet in Electrum Vault

1

1

2

1

2

You will now see a 12-word seed phrase. Write

1

Confirm the seed you just wrote down.

it down in the same order as it appears on

2

Then click “Next”.

the screen and store it in a safe place.
This is your backup in case you need to
restore your wallet.
2

When you are ready, click “Next”.
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Step 4/4

3.5 Create a Standard wallet in Electrum Vault

1

2

1

Now create and confirm a password to encrypt

Your Standard wallet is now ready to use.

your wallet keys.
You can skip this step and leave the fields
empty but be aware of the risk resulting
from the lack of encryption.
2

Then click “Next”
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3.6 Create a 2-Key Vault
wallet in Electrum Vault
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Step 1/6

3.6 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1

2

1

3
2

1

Enter the name of the new wallet

1

Choose “2-Key Vault”.

2

Then click “Next”.

or
2

Enter the name of an existing wallet or load
the wallet by clicking “Choose”.

3

Then click “Next”.
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Step 2/6

3.6 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1

2

1

Choose “Do not use Gold Wallet”.

You need to generate Cancel Transaction

2

Then click “Next”.

Key to make Cancel transactions.
Go to keygenerator.bitcoinvault.global and
generate a new Cancel Transaction Key.
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Step 3/6

3.6 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1

You will see a PDF document which contains

1

2

1

Copy the “Public key” and paste it in the

your “Public Key” and “Private key”.

Electrum Vault.

Public key allows you to receive cryptocurrency

Then click “Next” in the Electrum Vault.

to your wallet and is meant to be shared with
others.

2

Click “Export as PDF” and save this
document as a Cancel Transaction Key

2

Private key should be kept secret and is used for

(or any name easy to identify later).

authentication and encryption. DO NOT
share it with anyone.
1

2
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Step 4/6

3.6 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1
1

2

1

Choose “Create a new seed”.

2

Then click “Next”.

2

1

You will now see a 12-word seed phrase. Write
it down in the same order as it appears on
the screen and store it in a safe place.
This is your backup in case you need to
restore your wallet.

2

When you are ready, click “Next”.
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Step 5/6

3.6 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1

1

2

1

Confirm the seed you just wrote down.

2

Then click “Next”.

2

1

Now create and confirm a password to encrypt
your wallet keys.
You can skip this step and leave the fields
empty but be aware of the risk resulting
from the lack of encryption.

2

Then click “Next”
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Step 6/6

3.6 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

Your 2-Key Vault wallet is now ready to use.
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3.7 Create a 3-Key Vault
wallet in Electrum Vault
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Step 1/7

3.7 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1

2

1

3
2

1

Enter the name of the new wallet

1

Choose “3-Key Vault”.

2

Then click “Next”.

or
2

Enter the name of an existing wallet or load
the wallet by clicking “Choose”.

3

Then click “Next”.
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Step 2/7

3.7 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1

2

1

Choose “Do not use Gold Wallet”.

You need to generate Fast Transaction Key to

2

Then click “Next”.

make Secure Fast transactions.
Go to keygenerator.bitcoinvault.global and
generate new Fast Transaction key.
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Step 3/7

3.7 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1

You will see a PDF document which contains

1

2

1

Copy the “Public key” and paste it in the

your “Public Key” and “Private key”.

Electrum Vault.

Public key allows you to receive cryptocurrency

Then click “Next” in the Electrum Vault.

to your wallet and is meant to be shared with
others.

2

Click “Export as PDF” and save this document
as a Fast Transaction Key (or any name easy

2

Private key should be kept secret and is used for

to identify later).

authentication and encryption. DO NOT

Then close the website.

share it with anyone.
1

2
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Step 4/7

3.7 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1

Copy the “Public key” and paste it in the
Electrum Vault.
Then click “Next”.

2

Click “Export as PDF” and save this document
as a Cancel Transaction Key (or any name
easy to identify later).

1

You need to generate Cancel Transaction Key to make
Cancel transactions.
Go to keygenerator.bitcoinvault.global and

2

generate a new Cancel Transaction Key.
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Step 5/7

3.7 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1
1

2

1

Choose “Create a new seed”.

2

Then click “Next”.

2

1

You will now see a 12-word seed phrase. Write
it down in the same order as it appears on
the screen and store it in a safe place.
This is your backup in case you need to
restore your wallet.

2

When you are ready, click “Next”.
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Step 6/7

3.7 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

1

1

2

1

Confirm the seed you just wrote down.

2

Then click “Next”.

2

1

Now create and confirm a password to encrypt
your wallet keys.
You can skip this step and leave the fields
empty but be aware of the risk resulting
from the lack of encryption.

2

Then click “Next”
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Step 7/7

3.7 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet in Electrum Vault

Your 3-Key Vault wallet is now ready to use.
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4. How to create a 2FA
wallet

52

4.1 Introduction
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4.1 Introduction

2-Key Vault wallet with 2FA allows you to

3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA allows you to

make reversible transactions secured with one

make reversible and irreversible transactions

key and authenticator.

secured with one key and authenticator.

You can use Gold Wallet as an authenticator for

You can use Gold Wallet as an authenticator for

even stronger protection.

even stronger protection.

Click here to create 2-Key Vault wallet with

Click here to create 3-Key Vault wallet with

2FA

2FA
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4.2 Create a 2-Key Vault
wallet with 2FA
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Step 1/7

4.2 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

2

1

3
2

1

Enter the name of the new wallet

1

Choose “2-Key Vault”.

2

Then click “Next”.

or
2

Enter the name of an existing wallet or load
the wallet by clicking “Choose”.

3

Then click “Next”.
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Step 2/7

4.2 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

2

1

Choose “Use Gold Wallet and create a new wallet”.

You need to pair your 2-Key Vault wallet with Gold Wallet.

2

Then click “Next”.

Open Gold Wallet mobile app.
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Step 3/7

4.2 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

2

1

Tap “Authenticators” in the menu.

Choose a name for your authenticator and

2

Then tap the “+” icon on the top right corner of

tap “Conﬁrm”.

the screen.

1
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Step 4/7

4.2 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

1

Now, Gold Wallet has created your new
authenticator. Enter this Public Key in
Electrum Vault.

2

You can enter it manually or use “Share”
option to send Public Key to your

1

2

desktop device.
3

When you’re done, tap “Ok, I understand”.

2

3

1

Enter your Public Key from the Gold Wallet app to ﬁnish
the pairing process.

2

Then click “Next”.
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Step 5/7

4.2 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

You will see a 12-word seed phrase in your
Gold Wallet app. Write it down in the same
order as it appears on the screen and store it
in a safe place.
This is your backup in case you need to
restore your authenticator.
Then tap “Ok, I wrote this down”.

2

1

Choose “Create a new seed”.

2

Then click “Next”.
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Step 6/7

4.2 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

1

2

1

2

You will now see a 12-word seed phrase. Write

1

Confirm the seed you just wrote down.

it down in the same order as it appears on

2

Then click “Next”.

the screen and store it in a safe place.
This is your backup in case you need to
restore your wallet.
2

When you are ready, click “Next”.
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Step 7/7

4.2 Create a 2-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

2

1

Now create and confirm a password to encrypt

Your 2-Key Vault wallet with 2FA is now ready to use.

your wallet keys.
You can skip this step and leave the fields
empty but be aware of the risk resulting
from the lack of encryption.
2

Then click “Next”
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4.3 Create a 3-Key Vault
wallet with 2FA
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Step 1/9

4.3 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

2

1

3
2

1

Enter the name of the new wallet

1

Choose “3-Key Vault”.

2

Then click “Next”.

or
2

Enter the name of an existing wallet or load
the wallet by clicking “Choose”.

3

Then click “Next”.
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Step 2/9

4.3 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

2

1

Choose “Use Gold Wallet and create a new wallet”.

You need to pair your 3-Key Vault wallet with Gold Wallet.

2

Then click “Next”.

Open Gold Wallet mobile app.
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Step 3/9

4.3 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

2

1

Tap “Authenticators” in the menu.

Choose a name for your authenticator and

2

Then tap the “+” icon on the top right corner of

tap “Conﬁrm”.

the screen.

1
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Step 4/9

4.3 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

1

Now, Gold Wallet has created your new
authenticator. Enter this Public Key in
Electrum Vault.

2

You can enter it manually or use “Share”
option to send Public Key to your

1

2

desktop device.
3

When you’re done, tap “Ok, I understand”.

2

3

1

Enter your Public Key from the Gold Wallet app to ﬁnish
the pairing process.

2

Then click “Next”.
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Step 5/9

4.3 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

You will now see a 12-word seed phrase.
Write it down in the same order as it
appears on the screen and store it in a safe
place.
This is your backup in case you need to
restore your authenticator.
Then tap “Ok, I wrote this down”.

You need to generate Cancel Transaction
Key to make Cancel transactions.
Go to keygenerator.bitcoinvault.global
and generate a new Cancel Transaction Key.
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Step 6/9

4.3 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

You will see a PDF document which contains

1

2

1

Copy the “Public key” and paste it in the

your “Public Key” and “Private key”.

Electrum Vault.

Public key allows you to receive cryptocurrency

Then click “Next”.

to your wallet and is meant to be shared with
others.

2

Click “Export as PDF” and save this document
as a Cancel Transaction Key (or any name

2

Private key should be kept secret and is used

easy to identify later).

for authentication and encryption. DO NOT
share it with anyone.
1

2
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Step 7/9

4.3 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1
1

2

1

Choose “Create a new seed”.

2

Then click “Next”.

2

1

You will now see a 12-word seed phrase. Write
it down in the same order as it appears on
the screen and store it in a safe place.
This is your backup in case you need to
restore your wallet.

2

When you are ready, click “Next”.
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Step 8/9

4.3 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

1

1

2

1

Confirm the seed you just wrote down.

2

Then click “Next”.

2

1

Now create and confirm a password to encrypt
your wallet keys.
You can skip this step and leave the fields
empty but be aware of the risk resulting
from the lack of encryption.

2

Then click “Next”
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Step 9/9

4.3 Create a 3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA

Your 3-Key Vault wallet with 2FA is now ready to use.
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5. How to deposit/receive BTCV
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5. How to deposit/receive BTCV

1

2

1

Tap “Wallets” in the menu at the bottom
of the screen.

who is going to send you BTCV

Select the wallet to which you want to

or
2

deposit/receive BTCV.
3

Show QR code wallet address to the person

Then tap “Receive”.

Share your wallet address with the person
who is going to send you BTCV.

3
3

1

You can also indicate the amount you would
like to receive.

2

3

2

1
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6. How to make a transaction

75

6.1 Introduction

76

6.1 Introduction

Standard wallet allows you to make

2-Key Vault wallet allows you to make

3-Key Vault wallet allows you to make

Standard transactions.

Secure and Cancel transactions.

Secure, Cancel, and Secure Fast transactions.

It’s secured with one key.

It’s secured with two keys.

It’s secured with three keys.
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6.2 How to make a Standard
transaction
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Step 1/3

6.2 How to make a Standard transaction

1

1

Tap “Wallets” in the menu at the bottom of
the screen.

2

3

Enter the amount of BTCV you want to send.

2

Enter the wallet address of the person you

Select the wallet from which you want

2

want to send it to.

to send BTCV.
3

1

3

Then tap “Next”.

Then tap “Send”.
2

1

3
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Step 2/3

6.2 How to make a Standard transaction

1
1

Check the details and if everything is correct
tap “Send now”.

Enter your transaction password to confirm
the transaction.

2

Then tap “Confirm”.
This is the password you created when
you were setting up Gold Wallet.

2
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Step 3/3

6.2 How to make a Standard transaction

Your transaction is now complete.
Tap “Go to Wallets” to return to the
main screen.
Standard transaction works analogically in
Electrum Vault.
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6.3 How to make a Secure
Fast transaction
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Step 1/4

6.3 How to make a Secure Fast transaction

1

1

Tap “Wallets” in the menu at the bottom
of the screen.

2

1
3

Enter the wallet address of the person you

2

want to send it to.

Select your 3-Key Vault wallet from which
3

you want to send BTCV.
3

2

Enter the amount of BTCV you want to send.

Next, select the “Secure Fast” transaction
type.

Then tap “Send”.
4
2

Then tap “Next”.

3

1

4
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Step 2/4

Open the Fast Transaction Key PDF on your

6.3 How to make a Secure Fast transaction

Scan the “Private Key QR code” from the PDF.

computer and tap “Scan” on the mobile device.
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Step 3/4

6.3 How to make a Secure Fast transaction

1

Enter your transaction password

1

to confirm the transaction.
2

Check the details and if everything is correct
tap “Send now”.

Then tap “Confirm”.
This is the password you created when
you were setting up Gold Wallet.

2
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Step 4/4

6.3 How to make a Secure Fast transaction

Your transaction is now complete.
Tap “Go to Wallets” to return to the
main screen.
Secure Fast transaction works analogically in
Electrum Vault.
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6.4 How to make a Secure
transaction

87

Step 1/3

1

Tap “Wallets” in the menu at the bottom

6.4 How to make a Secure transaction

3

of the screen.
2

3

1

Enter the amount of BTCV you want to send.

2

Enter the wallet address of the person you

1

want to send it to.

Select the wallet from which you want
to send BTCV.

3

Next, select the “Secure” transaction type.

Then tap “Send”.

4

Then tap “Next”.

2

2

3
1

4
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Step 2/3

6.4 How to make a Secure transaction

1

Enter your transaction password to confirm
the transaction.

Check the details and if everything is correct

2

1

Then tap “Confirm”.

tap “Send now”.
This is the password you created when
you were setting up Gold Wallet.

2
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Step 3/3

6.4 How to make a Secure transaction

Your transaction is now complete.
Tap “Go to Wallets” to return to the
main screen.
Secure transaction works analogically in
Electrum Vault.
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6.5 How to make a Cancel
transaction
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Step 1/4

6.5 How to make a Cancel transaction

1

1

Tap “Wallets” in the menu at the bottom

1

of the screen.
2

Select the wallet from which you want
to cancel the transaction.

3

Select the transaction that you want
to cancel.

3

2

Then tap “Next”.

Then tap “Cancel”.
2

2
1
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Step 2/4

6.5 How to make a Cancel transaction

1

1
2

Set a transaction fee.
Enter the address of the wallet where
you want to send your funds.

3

1
2

Open the Cancel Transaction Key PDF on

1

your computer and type in the seed phrase
to the mobile device

3

If you tap “Use the address of this wallet”

or

you will get the funds to the same wallet.
2
4

When you set everything up, tap “Next”.

Tap “Scan QR code” to scan the Private Key
QR code from the PDF.

4

2
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Step 3/4

When you’re done with the Cancel Transaction

6.5 How to make a Cancel transaction

1

Key open the Fast Transaction Key PDF on

Check the details and if everything is correct
tap “Cancel the transaction”.

your computer.
1

Type in the seed phrase to the mobile device
or

2

Tap “Scan QR code” to scan the Private Key QR
code from the PDF.
NOTE: If you cancel a transaction in a 2-Key
Vault wallet, this step doesn’t apply to you.

2
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Step 4/4

6.5 How to make a Cancel transaction

1

Enter your transaction password to

1

Your transaction is now complete.

confirm the transaction.
2

Tap “Go to Wallets” to return to the

Then tap “Confirm”.

main screen.
This is the password you created
when you were setting up

Cancel transaction works analogically in

Gold Wallet.

Electrum Vault.

2
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7. How to check transaction
history and details
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7. How to check transaction history and details

Go to the “Wallets”, find the wallet

Tap on any transaction to see the details.

you want, and scroll down to view
the history of transactions.
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8. How Secure and Cancel
transaction statuses work
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8. How Secure and Cancel transaction statuses work

This is a history view with a single Secure

1

1

2

2

3

1

transaction.

canceled your Secure transaction.
2

1

2

The “Canceled” status means that you’ve
The “Blocked” status shows you how many

You can see number of confirmations to

coins are blocked UTXO. Once the transaction

control the progress of the transaction.

goes through, your coins will be available in

The “Pending” status means that your

your balance again.

transaction is still processing.
3

The “Blocked” status shows you how many
coins are blocked UTXO. Once the
transaction goes through, your coins will
be available in your balance again.
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8. How Secure and Cancel transaction statuses work

This is a history view of a single Canceled
transaction.

1
2
3
4

1

The “Canceled-Done” status means that your
Canceled transaction is completed.

2

The “Unblocked” status shows you how many
coins are available in your balance again.

3

“Total returned fee” is a returned fee from your
Canceled transaction.

4

You can also see “Fee” which shows you a new
fee charged from Canceled-Done transaction.
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8. How Secure and Cancel transaction statuses work

1

1

2

2

3

This is a history view with multiple

1

transactions.

canceled your Secure transactions.
2

1

2

The “Canceled” status means that you’ve
The “Blocked” status shows you how many

You can see a number of confirmations to

coins are blocked UTXO. Once the transaction

control the progress of every transaction.

goes through, your coins will be available in

The “Pending” status means that they are still

your balance again.

processing.
3

The “Blocked” status shows you how many

1

coins are blocked UTXO. Once the transaction

1

goes through, your coins will be available in

2

your balance again.

3

2

These are Secure transactions and you can
identify them through blocked UTXO. In the
next steps, as an example, we will cancel the
first and last transaction.
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8. How Secure and Cancel transaction statuses work

1
2
3
4
1

The “Canceled-Done” status means that your
canceled transactions are completed.

2

5

The “Unblocked” status shows you how many
coins are available in your balance again.

3

“Total returned fee” is a returned fee from your
Canceled transactions.

4

You can also see “Fee” which shows you a new
fee charged from Canceled-Done transaction.

5

“Number of Cancel transactions” indicates how
many transactions you’ve canceled.
“Canceled-Done” sums up all your Canceled
transactions and the value is returned as
one, different transaction.
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Thank you
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